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This invention relates to improvements in novelty 
amusement devices and has for its principal objective the 
construction and co-operation of certain elements thereof 
to provide for complete protection and eifective conceal 
ment of the liquid ?lled, die agitator of the amusement 
device. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an ex 
tremely simpli?ed yet rugged amusement device of the 
character described that may be fabricated from inexpen 
sive parts in a minimum of manufacturing steps. 
Another and more speci?c object of the invention is 

to provide a one-piece, decorative case for my amusement 
device that is produced from a plastic material in a blow 
mold operation for direct connection with a co-operating 
attachment means on the pedestal and die agitator assem 
bly for the device. 
A further object of my invention is to provide in an 

amusement device having the foregoing characteristics a 
liquid ?lled, die agitator free of internal bubbles and 
which normally maintains the liquid therein under a 
small negative pressure at ordinary temperatures by a 
deformed, ?exible diaphragm that closes and seals off 
the agitator to thereby compensate for expansion and con— 
traction of the contained liquid when the circumambient 
temperature of the device varies noticeably from said ordi— 
nary temperatures. 
With the above and other objects in view my invention 

resides in the novel features of construction, arrangement 
and combination of parts presently to be described and 
pointed out in the appended claims. 

In the accompanying drawngs: 
FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of one form of my 

amusement device. 
FIG. 2 is a bottom plan view of the amusement device 

shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a slightly enlarged section taken on line 

3-3 of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a cross sectional view similar to FIG. 3 show 

ing a modi?ed form of my amusement device. 
FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view similar to FIG. 3 show 

ing another modi?cation of my amusement device. 
Referring now in more detail and by reference charac 

ters to FIGS. 1-3 of the drawings, which illustrate one 
form of my device, the numeral 10 generally designates a 
liquid ?lled, die agitator and pedestal unit comprising an 
open topped, hollow container 11 preferably made of a 
transparent, form retaining material, such as glass, said 
container having a regularly shaped, cylindrical and up 
standing side wall 12 closed at the bottom end by a flat, 
planar wall 13 that is disposed normal to the axis of the 
side wall. This ?at end wall 13 serves as a window for 
the liquid ?lled, die agitator through which one face of 
a die 70 contained in the agitator may be observed under 
certain conditions that will be explained hereinafter. The 
upper, laterally reduced neck 130 of the container 11 
is provided with an integral and exterior screw thread 14 
which co-operates with an internally threaded metal ring 
cap 15 to mount a ?exible rubber diaphragm 16 across 
the open end of the container in ?uid tight relationship 
therewith. An opaque liquid 17 completely ?lls the con 
tainer and has the multi-faced die 70 immersed therein, 
said die having a speci?c gravity that is slightly less than 
the liquid whereby the die is made bouyant in the liquid. 
A variety of game indicia 18 are inscribed on the faces of 
the die and it is contemplated that the overall exterior 
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surfaces of the die will have the same color as the opaque 
liquid 17, the indicia being of a contrasting color with 
the die surfaces and the liquid whereby the several indicia 
will be clearly apparent through the window 13 when the 
device is turned end-for-end from the position shown in 
FIGS. 1 and 3 of the drawing to the position shown in 
FIG. 2 when a particular die face and the indicia thereon 
will ?oat up beneath the window 13 and the indicia 
thereon seen clearly therethrough. 
The pedestal for the unit 10 is best shown in FIG. 3 and 

comprises an upper sleeve portion 19 that snugly encircles 
the lower exterior surface of the container side wall 12, 
said container being forced axially into the sleeve portion 
and cemented therein in operative position to provide an 
agitator and pedestal unit for my amusement device. The 
pedestal also has an integral, outwardly and downwardly 
?aring skirt portion 21) which is joined to the sleeve por 
tion, the skirt portion extending well below the window 
13 to provide a supporting base upon which the amuse 
ment device normally rests, it being noted that the Win 
dow 13 is spaced upwardly from the supporting surface 
21 of the device by the pedestal to thereby protect the 
window from damage and also conceal the window from 
view when the device is normally set upon a surface in 
inoperative position. 
A blown one-piece, hollow casing member 22 made of 

an opaque plastic material surrounds the container and 
preferably takes the decorative form of a sphere or globe 
that may carry out the motif of a particular game to be 
played with my amusement device. The plastic casing 22 
may be made from thermoplastic material selected from 
classes known as acetates, butyrates, styrenes, or the like. 
The thin wall of the casing member is provided with a 
single opening 23 therethrough which conforms closely 
and is slightly larger than the external con?guration of 
the sleeve portion 19 of the pedestal for the unit. As 
illustrated in FIG. 3 a continuous head 24 projects from 
the exterior surface of the pedestal at approximately the 
area where the sleeve portion 19 merges with the ?ared 
portion 20. The pedestal is also formed with a depressed, 
continuous and exteriorly facing groove 25 that is dis 
posed contiguous to and subjacent the projection 24. In 
the assembled condition of the amusement device the 
marginal edge of the casing member formed by the open 
ing 23 is snugly received in the groove 25 and beneath 
the bead 24, the casing being secured to the agitator and 
pedestal unit by means of cement applied to the marginal 
edge of the opening 23 and in the groove 25. For the 
purpose of providing additional support for the agitator 
and pedestal unit 10 on the casing member 22 the unit is 
assembled in the member by axially forcing said unit into 
the casing member until the edge of the cap 15 abuts 
?rmly against the upper interior surface portion of the 
casing member (FIG. 3) which because of its sphericity 
will con?ne the top of the unit thereunder against axial 
displacement. 
The consecutive steps in the process of assembling the 

amusement device shown in FIGS. l—3 will now be de 
scribed and with reference to FIG. 3 it will be seen that 
in such assembly the die member 76 is ?rst inserted into 
the container 11 and thereafter the opaque liquid 17 is 
introduced into the container .to ?ll it up to the level of 
the top edge of the container. Next the rubber dia 
phragm 16 and cap 15 are connected to the container it 
being necessary as the screw cap 15 is being threaded 
onto the container to simultaneously depress the central 
part of the diaphragm 16 so that it is concaved slightly 
inwardly at the time the cap is turned up tight on the 
periphery of the diaphragm to provide a ?uid tight con 
nection between the cap and the container. The sealing 
of the container takes place at a mean temperature be 

I tween the extremes of temperatures that are to be met 
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with during use of the amusement device. In this way 
a liquid ?lled, die agitator is produced which has a small 
vacuum drawn on the liquid in the container by the resil- ' 
iency of the deformed diaphragm 16 under" ordinary 
temperatures thus preventing the formation of air bub 
bles or air pockets within the container which would 
otherwise detract fromthe appearance and proper opera 
tion of the ?oating die therein. When the device is sub 
jected to high temperatures during use the expansion of 
the liquid is compensated for‘ by movement of the ?exible 
diaphragm outwardly, whereas when extremely low tem 
peratures are experienced‘the diaphragm will move in 
wardly to take care of contraction of the liquid thus 
preventing operational failure of the device and preclud 
ing the possibility of collapse or explosion of the con 
tainer 11 under extreme temperatures. , ' 

Upon completing the manufactureof the liquid ?lled 
die agitator the lower end thereof is forced axially into 
the sleeve portion 19 of the pedestal and cemented thereto 
which forms a unitary die agitator and pedestal construc 
tion that is then inserted axially into the casing member 

device is an all plastic one and that the pedestal 34 is 
, foreshortened with respect to the pedestal heights utilized 
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through the opening 23 therein, the casing being secured ' 
to the pedestal by snapping the edge portion of the eas 
ing formed by the opening over the projection 24 on the 
pedestal and into the groove 25 formed therein, a suit 
able cement being applied to the contiguous abutting sur 
faces of the groove and‘the casing to complete the assem 
bling steps of the device. 1 

With reference to FIG. 4, which shows a modi?cation 
of the device shown in FIGS. 1——3, the die agitator and 
pedestal 10 is molded in one piece from a transparent, 
synthetic plastic material, said unit having a cylindrical, 
vertical side wall 28 integrally joined at its bottom edge 
with a downwardly and outwardly ?aring pedestal por 
tion 29. A ?at, integral web extends across the bottom 
of the side wall 28 normal to the axis thereof to form 
a transparent window 30. _ The open, upper end of the 
liquid container is formed on a smaller diameter than 
the tubular side wall 28 toprovide a laterally reduced 
upwardly extending neck 31 on the container. A periph 
erally grooved plastic cap 32 is secured to the ?ange 31 
by an electrical welding process, the central portion of 
the cap providing a ?exible‘ diaphragm 33 which is de 
formed by ‘slightly ,coneaving it inwardly to hold the 
liquid under a small vacuum and ‘free of airv bubbles 
during use of the device. 'As in the case" of the vdevice 
shown in FIGS. l-3 a hollow, spherical casing 22 made 
of opaque plastic material surrounds the container and 
is secured to the die agitator and pedestal 16 at the level 
of the window 30 in a manner identical with that shown 
for the device in said FIGS. 1-3. It is contemplated 
that the ‘exterior and interior surfaces of the pedestal 
portion 29 be given a decorative and protective coating 
of the same or a contrasting color of the opaque casing 
member 22 to thereby conceal the window 36 from view 
when the amusement device is resting upon a supporting 
surface 21. i 7 

With reference to FIG. 5 it will be noted that this 
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in the devices shown in FIGS. 1—3 and 4, the pedestal ‘ 
34, however, serving to space the transparent window 36 
away from the supporting surface 21. ~A plastic cap 35 
is secured in ?uid tight relationship on the reduced open 
neck of the container by a snap“ ?ange 36, the other 
details of the modi?ed form being identical with those 
described with reference to the modi?cation shown in 
FIG. 4. 

It should therefore be apparent that I have provided 
a composite amusement device having an‘ extremely sim 
ple yet rugged construction which is susceptible of fabri 
cation from a few parts. Normally the amusement de 
vices heretofore described have their pedestal portions 
resting upon a suitable‘supporting surface 21. When it 
is desired to use the device in a game foretelling future 
events by asking a question requiring a ,“yes” or “no” 
answer, the device is manually lifted and turned end-for 
end whereupon the die 70 will ?oat upwardly in the ?uid 
1'7 to a position beneath the window to present one of 
its indicia carrying faces therebeneath that may be seen 
and recognized by the player as a response to said ques 
tion. 7 

Having thus described my invention, what I claim as 
new is: 

1. In an amusement device the combination of a ?uid 
tight container having a tubular, upstanding side wall 
open at its upper end, a planar window closing and ex 
tending across the bottom of the container in a position 
normal to the axis of said side wall and of one-piece 
with said side wall; an opaque liquid ?lling the container, 
a multi-faced buoyant member immersed in the liquid, - 
game indicia on each face of the buoyant member con 
trasted in color with the color of the opaque liquid, a 
?uid tight, ?exible cap means closing and sealing the 
upper end of the container, an opaque, hollow casing 
member spaced from and surrounding the container, said 
casing having an opening therein for providing axial pas 
sage ofi'the container side wall therethrough and means 
for mounting the container within the casing with the 
container window aligned with the opening in the casing. 

2; The amusement device set forth in claim 1 charac 
terized by the fact that the ?uid tight, ?exible cap means 
has a resilient diaphragm ‘portion, and that said dia 
phragm portion is deformed inwardly at a mean tempera 
ture between the extremes of temperatures to which the 
amusement device is to be ‘subjected during normal usage. 
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